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With more than 135,000 members in 150 countries and territories, CFA Institute  is 
the largest association of investment management professionals in the world. The 
organization’s mission is to lead the investment profession globally in the areas of 
ethics, capital market integrity, and excellence in practice. 

CFA Institute has administered the prestigious Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) charter 
for more than 50 years. The not-for-profit also offers programs to earn the Certificate in 
Investment Performance Measurement (CIPM) designation and the Claritas Investment 
Certificate. The not-for-profit organizes a wealth of continuing education conferences, 
seminars, webcasts, and publications. Additionally, CFA Institute advocates for 
standards, ethics, and integrity for the investment management profession.

As CFA Institute members and other investment management professionals interact 
with the renowned not-for-profit more and more through digital means, digital 
content becomes critical. The organization partnered with Content Science to explore 
opportunities to modernize their content approach.

In this case study, learn about the renowned not-for-profit content 
situation, our solution, and the results.

The Client 
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The Situation
Always seeking the best way to engage their members and audiences, the not-for-
profit’s leaders began modernizing their web technology and recognized an opportunity 
to evolve their approach to content. 

“CFA Institute’s content efforts had grown organically over 
decades, and that situation is not uncommon in a well-
established not-for-profit,” notes Content Science CEO Colleen 
Jones. “But, the way people consume content has changed 
thanks to the rise of mobile and social. And, people have 
higher expectations for content than ever before. The time was 
right to step back and assess the content’s strengths and the 
opportunities for the future.”

CFA Institute Director of Web Services Susanna Guzman led the partnership with 
Content Science to start unlocking the value of the not-for-profit’s content for the 
website and much more.  She explains,

“We wanted to get more out of our content and elevate the 
internal view of content as more than a cost of doing business. 
We were enthused about the possibilities for content to create a 
dynamic website user experience as well as cohesion across CFA 
Institute channels.”

Our solution? Partner with the not-for-profit on an in-depth analysis 
and offer recommendations.
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Our Solution

Guiding Principles
These four Content Science principles guided our work with CFA Institute.

1. CONTENT DEFINITION  
Content is more than copy. It’s the text, images, audio, video, documents, and 
more that comprise the substance of a website or digital experience.

2. CONTENT ASSETS  
Content and its related data, together, are valuable business assets. 
Consequently, they merit thoughtful strategy and careful planning.

3. DATA-INFORMED APPROACH  
Effective content strategy is informed by data at every stage, from discovery 
analysis through implementation.

4. BEYOND BEST PRACTICES  
Best practices, alone, are not a content strategy. A content strategy is unique to 
your organization to achieve your mission and vision.

Analysis
Just as an outstanding financial analyst does not recommend investments to a client 
without first closely analyzing the client’s financial situation, we don’t offer content 
recommendations without analyzing the client’s content situation. So, we audited (See 
Figure A on following page.)
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Our Solution continued

YOUR CONTENT

• Audit

• Review of Publications 
Consolidation Plan

Fig 1. Our analysis
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Our Solution continued

As part of the analysis, we used                                                  our proprietary tool to 
assess content effectiveness with people.

We discovered that the not-for-profit had a solid foundation of quality content and 
faced opportunities to 

• INFLUENCE the decisions, perceptions, and actions of members and other 
investment management professionals in positive ways.

• CREATE more personalized content experiences for people across all 
CFA Institute channels.

• ALIGN content more effectively with technology to gain efficiency and 
maximize the return on investment in technology.

• VIEW AND MANAGE certain types of content as products.

We synthesized the analysis with best practices and our experience to 
offer recommendations.

Fig 2. ContentWrx
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Content Science detailed 38 strategic recommendations focusing on

BIG IDEAS - We offered recommendations and pointed out opportunities that cut 
across the not-for-profit’s content and organization,

CONTENT PRODUCTS - We focused on the possibilities for publications and 
similar content products to accomplish the organization’s business goals and 
invigorate its content marketing. 

TASK CONTENT - We made recommendations to maximize the impact of content 
that guides and supports users through key conversions and application features. 

CONTENT MARKETING - We recommended a sustainable approach to content 
marketing that aligned with CFA Institute’s other content efforts.

Additionally, Content Science worked with the organization to determine priorities 
based on its analysis and recommendations. We then offered a high-level roadmap 
to consider for implementing the recommendations.

The recommendations raised awareness about the potential for the organization’s 
content. As Guzman explains,

“Before the Content Science team conducted their audit of the enterprise 
website content and related analysis, there wasn’t widespread awareness 
that content could be an asset. The 38 recommendations really broke things 
open. We recognized we were losing out on opportunities. We weren’t using 
our content to its fullest capacity. The roadmap gave us something to look at 
-a ‘how to guide’ to meet users’ needs.” 

Strategic Recommendations
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You also face an exciting opportunity to make 

your data and your concepts (e.g. principles 

and standards) visually compelling and, when 

appropriate, tell a story. These visualizations will

• Enable your very busy users to “get the point” 
more quickly and remember the point for a 
longer period of time.

• Motivate your users to share the content on 
social media and in other ways and, in turn, 
extend the reach of your content and its 
message to their networks.

Also, in our visioning session, we learned you have 

the capacity to create video, a capacity that many 

organizations don’t have. We recommend leveraging 

this strength even more to enhance your ability to tell 

stories, demonstrate concepts, and more.

Fig 11. Your research data will have more 
impact with more visualization

Content 
Experience + 
Architecture

1. Big Ideas A. Content Experience + Architecture A3. Information Design

Strategic Recommendations continued
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Our recommendations offer big ideas as well as specific 

recommendations for content products, task content, and 

content marketing related to your enterprise website. 

1. Big Ideas – We offer recommendations and  
point out opportunities that cut across your content 
and organization.

2. Content Products – We focus on the possibilities 
for publications and similar content products to 
accomplish your business goals and invigorate your 
content marketing.

3. Task Content – We make recommendations 
to maximize the impact of content that guides 
and supports users through key conversions and 
application features.

4. Content Marketing – We recommend a 
sustainable approach to content marketing that aligns 
with your other content efforts.

Strategic Recommendations Overview

4.
CONTENT 

MARKETING

3.
TASK  

CONTENT

2.
CONTENT 
PRODUCTS

1. 
BIG  

IDEAS

Fig 5. Our recommendations 22

HOW
Explore a personalized library that allows 

people to follow topics, easily save and 

share content, sign up for content alerts, 

see their activity so they can reference 

content. The library also can 

offer highly personalized and relevant 

content suggestions. 

Depending on how you choose to 

monetize publications or align them 

with membership, this concept could be 

merged with the dashboard concept  

in A1. 

Fig 9. Harvard Business Review and Content Science Review offer 
“My Library” functionality to both enhance the user experience 

and learn more about their users’ interests and needs.

Content 
Experience + 
Architecture

1. Big Ideas A. Content Experience + Architecture A2. Personalized Library
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Fig 15. Master Experience Journey for  
a library aligns many user scenarios

Fig 16. An Experience Journey 
incorporates flow chart elements 

1. Big Ideas A. Content Experience + Architecture A4. Master Experience Journey

341. Big Ideas A. Content Experience + Architecture A6. Content Library

Fig 17. Content drives design patterns 

CONTENT MODULES

TEMPLATE

TEMPLATE

TEMPLATE

57

Fig 31. Summary of CMS selection phases

1. PROOF OF CONCEPT 2. PILOT 3. FULL MIGRATION

PURPOSE DETERMINE SUITABILITY OF TOOL(S)
DISCOVER AND FIX ISSUES THAT 
ARISE DURING FAIRLY REAL OR 

PARTIAL IMPLEMENTATION

MOVE OFF OF OLD PLATFORM 
AND ONTO NEW

Choose another tool at end of stage Possibly No No

Only prod a bit at the tool or just watch 
vendor demos

No No No

“Real” content contributors use Maybe Yes Yes

Site visitors use No Yes Yes

Concentrate on migrating in only one 
full section of site (content, templates, 
functionality, etc.)

No Yes
No (implement all needed 

for launch)

Implement only key use cases
Yes (concentrating on 

functionality)
Yes (for end-to-end 

capabilities)
No (implement all needed 

for launch)

Contentrate on functionality that could break Yes Yes No

Concentrate on the “bulk” that needs to 
move in

No No Yes

Concentrate on load
No (unless a key issue that 

could drop a tool)
Yes Yes

After stage, possibly scrap development to 
start from scratch

Yes Yes No

Estimate user effort No Yes No

1. Big Ideas C. Content Technology C2. Technology Consideration Set

While CFA Institute is still implementing recommendations, the 
renowned not-for-profit is already starting to see a range of returns in 
its investment in content analysis and strategy.

Fig 3. Strategic Recommendations Report
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CFA Institute has gained immediate benefits from having a shared vision for content 
and its possibilities. Guzman describes the new situation like this

“Before partnering with Content Science, 
our organization was struggling to view 
the effectiveness of content from a user’s 
perspective. And we weren’t viewing content 
as an asset. Our approach was very siloed. 
Now, we’re headed down the right path 
toward shared meaning of content and its 
power to transform user experience.” 

That situation has led to some immediate benefits such as

• Productive collaboration on content issues and decisions across silos.

• Active discussion of and planning for content to support user journeys. 

• Making content requirements part of major technology initiatives.

• New ideas for content engagement and discussions of content priorities.

In the long term, the organization expects to experience benefits such as

• Saving time and costs to produce and manage content

• Making the most of investment in web and marketing technology

• Improving the effectiveness of content and, consequently, improving business 
results such as program enrollment and membership

Results
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Our partnership with CFA Institute was a success. One factor in the success was our 
low-key yet effective approach to change management. Guzman notes

The calm manner of Content Science, and in particular Colleen 
Jones, inspires confidence. They give you the sense everything 
is going to be ok, even though elevating your approach to 
content means potentially a lot of change internally. So, that 
calm manner matters when you need to re-direct the attention 
content has been getting toward more aspirational goals. 

If you work with us to evaluate your content and create a content strategy, you could 
gain benefits such as

A STRATEGY, VISION + ACTIONABLE PLAN for content that creates value both 
now and later.

BETTER COMMUNICATION on your team and among stakeholders about content.

A MOTIVATED, READY-TO-ACT TEAM thanks to a well-understood plan for 
moving forward.

A FOUNDATION for reducing your risk, saving costs, maximizing technology 
investment, and improving business results.

When asked on a scale of 1 to 5 how satisfied the not-for-profit is in reaching its 
goals with Content Science, Guzman reported, “5, CFA Institute is very satisfied.”

Why Partner With Us

5/5 Satisfaction Rating
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About Content Science
We’re an award-winning content intelligence and strategy firm headquartered in 
Atlanta, GA.

We have advised the world’s leading brands, not-for-profits, startups, and government 
agencies on making content make a difference to their goals.

Why Content Science? Because content is, indeed, a science. We study what works 
well—and what doesn’t—so you can make informed decisions about your content.

Our services include consulting, research, and training. Our focus areas include content 
analysis, content strategy, content marketing, user experience, and content systems.

Our subscription products include the innovative software ContentWRX, which takes 
the hassle out of understanding whether your content is effective. We also created the 
online magazine and training platform Content Science Review to empower you and 
your team with research, tools, and insights.

Our CEO is Colleen Jones, author of the popular content book Clout: The Art and 
Science of Influential Web Content and frequent speaker.

Want to make your content work for your organization?  We can help.   

Contact us to find out how.  content-science.com/about/contact-us

Sample 
Clients


